Arlington International Racecourse
9-17-20
RACE 1
#8 Lady Express (E) (Closer) Made late progress to finish third over 6-furlongs at this level in her latest
last month in her first start for trainer Morey. Daughter of Notional has a record of 5-3-0-1 on this oval
and Morey wins with 24% of his claimers and won with two of his first 12 runners at this meet. Mare can
be along from off the pace with Loveberry taking the mount.
#5 Can She Scoot (D) (Speed) May have just needed her latest when fading to finish unplaced over 6furlongs a week ago being her first outing since October. Trainer Johns wins with 24% of his runners
second off a layoff and mare has won four of eight starts on this Polytrack. Bay figures to be sent early
but loses previous rider Loveberry to the top selection.
#4 Love Broke Thru (E) (Closer) Tries an all-weather track for the first time off a narrow loss when
second after making an early move for the lead at Indiana a week ago. Dark bay has won four of 12
career outings and trainer Granitz has won with 21% of his starters at this meet. Mare can be closing
under Uske, who won with her latest ride for this barn.
#3 My Fouroone Kplan (U) (Presser) Led from the start to win her latest over 6-furlongs at Fairmount
last month and hit the board in one of four previous starts on this track. Trainer Butler wins with 25% of
his runners that won last time out and mare can be forwardly placed early with Molina retaining the
mount.
#7 Kenai Cool (D) (Closer) Closed to finish a non-threatening second over 5-furlongs facing slightly better
in her latest here a week ago. Daughter of Shanghai Bobby has a record of 11-1-6-3 on this track and
trainer Rodriguez wins with 11% of his claimers. Filly can be running late for a chance at a small share
with Perez riding.
#2 Devil’s Rose (D) (Closer) Has not been seen since finishing fourth in an even effort at Fairmount in
mid-March. Trainer Perez wins with 11% of his claimers and mare has won four of eight starts here. Dark
bay can be trying to close late with Felix up.
#6 Rocket Queen (U) (Speed) Has a record of 5-2-1-0 here and comes off a fading unplaced effort at
Fairmount last month in her third start of the year. Dark bay can be forwardly placed early but needs
improvement on recent efforts to be involved in the finish.
#1 Countess St Michel (D) (Stalker) Gave way to finish unplaced on grass in his latest over 5-furlongs
here last month in her second start of the year. Barn looks for first winner of the year and mare failed to
win in 13 previous starts on this oval.

RACE 2

#5 Dollar Blue (E) (Closer) Finished well when third over one mile in his latest at this level last month
and has now hit the board in three of six starts on this turf. Son of Exchange Rate has a record of 4-1-1-0
at this slightly longer distance and trainer Correas wins with 10% of his starters on turf. Gray can be
along late with Loveberry remaining aboard.
#3 First Masamune (E) (Closer) Got first run when defeating the top selection over one-mile last month
and has won four of six starts on this course. Trainer Slager wins with 15% of his runners that won last
time out and has been having a good meet, winning with 44% of his starters. Gelding can be running
from off the pace with Tavares again in the saddle.
#1 Never Even Called (U) (Stalker) Comes off a weakening sixth place finish in a starter allowance event
at this distance at Indiana last month. Son of Giant Oak finished third in one previous start on this turf
and trainer Garcia has won with 17% of his runners since the beginning of this year. Gray can be stalking
the early pace with Santiago in the irons.
#6 Crow Moon (U) (Speed) Was claimed by Manny Perez when a close second after being involved from
the start over the course and distance facing easier in his latest last month. Perez wins with 18% of his
runners first time off the claim and gelding has a record of 7-3-1-1 on this turf. Son of Artie Schiller may
be in front early but does take on much better here.
#7 Fade Away (E) (Closer) Finished well when second over a mile at this level in his latest last month in
his second start for trainer Granitz. Gelding has hit the board in both of two starts here and Granitz wins
with 15% of his runners on grass. Bay can be closing with Roman remaining aboard.
#10 Slick Silver (D) (Presser) Main Track Only entrant drops in class off a fading last of five place finish at
this distance on the Polytrack in late-July. Trainer Vanden Berg has won with 26% of her runners at this
meet and won with four of last seven starters that had not raced for 46-90 days. Son of Kantharos can
be forwardly placed early and a threat if this event is taken off the turf.
#9 Do With Pride (U) (Stalker) Was caught late after leading from the start when second in a starter
allowance over one mile at Kentucky Downs in his latest 10 days ago. 5-year-old has won six of 16 career
starts on turf and barn wins with 14% of runners on grass. Bay can be a pace factor with Felix in the
saddle.
#8 Readthecliffnotes (E) (Stalker) Faded to finish unplaced when sixth behind others that return here in
his latest over one-mile last month in outing he likely needed being his first since November. Trainer
Boyce wins with 18% of her runners second off a layoff and gelding can be forwardly placed early with
Perez riding.
#2 Skycraft (D) (Closer) Comes off a well-beaten fourth place finish on the main track at Louisiana
Downs in June. Trainer Rodriguez wins with 14% of his runners that have not raced for 46-90 days but
gelding has not won in a long time and is winless in six tries on this turf.
#4 Antrim’s Giant (E) (Closer) Was never a threat when unplaced over one-mile at this level in his latest
last month in his first start since March. Barn failed to win with last 36 runners second off a layoff and
chestnut appears unlikely to find needed improvement off his latest to be a contender.

RACE 3
#5 West Sider (E) (Stalker) Weakened to finish third after making early progress on the main track at
Indiana in his latest last month in his first start since being claimed by Genaro Garcia. Colt failed to hit
the board in two previous starts on turf but has a good pedigree for grass and Garcia wins with 22% of
runners second off the claim. Bay can be in good position from the start with Roman riding.
#4 Jacks Outlaw (E) (Stalker) Makes his first start for trainer DiVito and comes off a third-place finish in
an even effort over 7 ½ furlongs at Canterbury last month. Son of Jack Milton has a record of 5-2-1-2 on
turf and DiVito won with two of his last eight runners first time for his barn. Dark bay can be forwardly
placed early with Felix aboard.
#9 Can’tbetemall (E) (Stalker) Made some belated progress while unplaced at this distance at Ellis in his
latest last month and has won one of two starts on turf. Trainer Meah has won with 15% of her runners
this year and son of Maclean’s Music is a half-brother to two other winners. Gelding can be stalking the
early leaders with Loveberry in the irons.
#6 Benelux (E) (Closer) Finished well when fourth at this distance in his latest at Ellis last month and has
won one of six starts on turf. Trainer Davis has won with 27% of his runners this meet and gelding can be
running late under Lopez, who has won with 32% of his rides for the barn in the past two months.
#7 Frontana (U) (Speed) Was claimed by Mike Reavis when a close third after vying for the lead
throughout in his latest over 5-furlongs here in late-July. Reavis wins with 29% of his runners first time
off the claim and with 23% that have not raced for 46-90 days. Son of excellent turf sire War Front
figures to be sent early with Perez in the saddle.
#2 Battle Creek (E) (Closer) Closed to finish fourth over 1 1/16 miles in his latest here last month in his
second start after a short break. Gelding has a record of 5-1-1-1 on turf and trainer Ali won with one of
his last 15 runners third time off a layoff. Bay can be trying to close late with Santiago retaining the
mount.
#1 Why Why Paul Why (U) (Stalker) Makes his first start for trainer Mitchell off a maiden breaking win
when involved from the start at Indiana late last month. Son of Archarcharch can be near the front early
but takes a fair class rise here.
#3 Violator (U) (Closer) Was claimed by Alnaz Ali when fifth in an even effort facing easier over the
course and distance in his latest last month. Ali won with one of last 11 runners first time off the claim
but gelding is winless after eight tries on turf.
#8 Baba Lou (U) (Stalker) Made progress to finish second at Fairmount in his latest early this month and
tries turf for the first time. 3-year-old has a decent pedigree for grass and may be forwardly placed early
but may struggle at this level.

RACE 4

#9 Artegon (U) (Speed) Has won one of three previous starts on turf and comes off a gate-to-wire score
over 6-furlongs on the main track at Belterra last month. Trainer Ackerman won with his one runner at
this meet and wins with 23% of his claimers that won last time out. Son of Gemologist can be on or near
the early lead under Santiago, who was aboard for the barn’s recent winner here.
#6 Bushrod (D) (Stalker) Weakened to finish fourth facing better over 5-furlongs at Canterbury last
month. Son of Grey Memo has won just three of 31 starts on grass but trainer Rosin wins with 22% of his
runners on turf and has won with 21% of starters this year. Bay can be stalking the early pace with
Loveberry riding.
#5 Jeggyjeggy (U) (Stalker) Gave way badly as the favorite on the Polytrack in his latest earlier this
month but has a record of 6-2-1-1 on this turf course. Trainer Mason wins with 22% of her runners that
were beaten as the favorite last time out and has won with 21% of starters at this meet. Gelding can be
running from off the pace with apprentice Roberts retaining the mount.
#4 Two Pair (U) (Stalker) Rallied from just off the pace to win his latest on the main track in his third
start of the year. Dark bay has won one of five starts on grass and trainer Swearingen wins with 18% of
his claimers that won last time out. Son of Bold Warrior can be running late with Emigh remaining
aboard.
#10 Pablo Del Monte (D) (Presser) Faded to finish unplaced after chasing the early leaders facing better
on the main track in his latest a week ago in his second start of the year. Trainer Rodriguez has won with
26% of his runners at this meet and gelding has won five of 10 starts on this turf. Gelding can be a factor
at this level with Felix riding.
#3 Grey Mask (E) (Stalker) Weakened to finish third after leading early over 5-furlongs in his latest
earlier this month. Trainer Slager wins with 12% of his runners on turf and has won with 44% of his
starters at this meet. Gelding has not won in 13 career starts on grass but can be forwardly placed early
and a contender for a small share with Tavares in the irons.
#7 Mongol Bull (D) (Stalker) Has a record of 12-5-4-1 on this turf and comes off a fading fourth place
finish facing better over the course and distance last month. Son of Hard Spun has won eight of 31
career starts on grass and trainer Rainwater wins with 25% of runners in claiming events. Bay can be
stalking the early leaders with Perez aboard.
#8 Jive Daddy (U) (Stalker) Comes off a sixth-place finish in an even effort over 5-furlongs last month.
Gelding has won one of six starts here and trainer Manley wins with 18% of his claimers. Son of Scat
Daddy can be a pace factor with Lopez riding.
#2 J Z’s Last Try (E) (Closer) Made some belated progress when fourth over 5-furlongs at this level here
last month in his second start of the year. Trainer Zawitz failed to win with last 16 runners third time off
a layoff and gelding has won just two of 21 starts on turf.
#1 Boom Box (E) (Closer) Closed to finish third over 5-furlongs in his latest last month in his second start
after a 7-month break. Son of Straight Line has won six of 24 starts on this turf but trainer Reid did not
win with last 18 starters third off a layoff and chestnut may struggle at this level.

RACE 5
#2 Tightrope (E) (Speed) One of two second-time starters from the Rivelli barn gets Lasix added off a
fading unplaced effort after dueling for the lead as the favorite in her debut last month. Son of good
young sire Daredevil cost $400K earlier this year and posted a sharp 4-furlong work in :47 six days ago
for Rivelli, who wins with 33% of his runners that were beaten as the favorite last time out. Colt figures
to be the one to catch with Loveberry retaining the mount.
#6 Kennesaw (E) (Speed) Second from the Rivelli barn was nailed late when second at this distance on
grass in his debut earlier this month. Rivelli wins with 19% of his second time starter and son of
Commissioner cost $175K in March. Chestnut can be near the front early with Felix remaining aboard.
#9 Mkar the Fast (E) (Closer) Has finished second in both of two outings, most recently when closing
over 4 ½ furlongs here last month. Son of Verrazano is a half-brother to two winners and trainer Lynch
has won with 10% of his runners since the beginning of this year. Chestnut should benefit from the
slightly longer distance and Santiago will ride.
#8 Hippy Cowgirl (E) (Closer) Comes off a fourth-place finish in an even effort in her debut last month.
Filly facing males is by good young sire Not This Time and trainer Harty wins with 20% of his second time
starters. $200K yearling purchase may show improvement but does lose previous rider Loveberry to the
top selection.
#5 Two Cookie Rule (1st Starter) First timer by 10% debut sire Bodemeister debuts for trainer Poulos,
who wins with 13% of her runners in maiden special weight events. Poulos failed to win with last three
first-time starters but works include a sharp 4-furlong move in :47 twelve days ago. Bay could be a
contender under Perez, who has won with two of his last 10 rides for the barn.
#7 Wise Khozan (E) (Closer) Gets Lasix added off a never-threatening unplaced effort after a slow start
in his debut last month. Trainer Becker wins with 17% of his second-time starters and son of speedy sire
Khozan is a half-brother to two winners. Gelding may show more here with Emigh remaining aboard.
#1 Smokin’ Jay (1st Starter) Trainer Silva wins with 23% of his first-time starters and saddles debuting
son of Cairo Prince, whose offspring win 13% of their first outings. Gray has been working forwardly for
Silva, who has won with 17% of his runners this year but rail post is not ideal for a newcomer.
#3 Have a Notion (1st Starter) Newcomer has a decent win early pedigree being by Notional and out of a
mare by Texas Glitter. Dark bay is a half-brother to three winners and trainer Cowan won with one of his
last eight first-time starters. Colt is worth a look with Giles in the irons.
#4 Dejohn (1st Starter) Has worked steadily at Fairmount for his debut and son of Palace is a half-brother
to five winners. Trainer Wainwright has won with one of his nine runners at this meet but failed to win
with last 16 of his newcomers and gelding may be best watched here.
#10 Macho Classic (1st Starter) Debuts for trainer Perez, who did not win with last 14 of his newcomers.
Gray has posted a few decent works but is likely to need his first outing.

RACE 6

#10 No Boundaries (E) (Stalker) Flattened out to finish second after chasing slow fractions over one mile
at this level in his latest here last month. Gelding has a record of 9-1-3-1 on this turf and trainer Rivelli
wins with 20% of his runners on grass and with 31% of his claimers. Gray can be running from just off
the pace with Loveberry riding.
#7 Contraction (D) (Stalker) Faded to finish unplaced over one mile facing better in his latest early this
month but was prominent from the start when winning at this level here two back. Trainer Candelas
wins with 11% of her claimers and chestnut has won two of 11 starts on this course. Son of
Speightstown can be near the front early with Perez retaining the mount.
#5 Lemon Blitz (D) (Stalker) Drops in class off a weakening sixth place finish over one mile last month in
his first start since being claimed by Chris Banks. Son of Lemon Drop Kid has won one of four starts on
this turf and Banks won with one of his last three runners second off the claim. Bay can be forwardly
placed throughout with Roman in the irons.
#6 Tetsu (E) (Stalker) Weakened late to finish fourth after making a bid for the lead from just off the
pace in his latest over one mile on the main track at this level 12 days ago. Son of Hard Spun has a
record of 10-2-2-1 on turf and trainer Silva wins with 13% of his runners in claiming events. Chestnut can
be stalking the early pace with Felix up.
#4 Roar of the Lion (E) (Closer) Comes off a third-place finish in an even effort over one mile at this level
last month and has won one of 14 starts on this course. Trainer Swearingen wins with 13% of his
claimers and has won with 13% of his starters at this meet. Son of Kitten’s Joy has not won in a long time
but can be closing late for a chance at a share with Emigh remaining aboard.
#11 Diamond Dave (E) (Closer) Main Track Only entrant closed to finish third on the Polytrack over one
mile in his latest 12 days ago in his second start of the year. Gelding has won one of seven starts on this
main track and trainer Childers wins with 21% third off a layoff. Bay can be a threat if this event is
moved off the turf.
#3 Unite the Masses (D) (Closer) Was last seen when closing to finish fourth on the main track at
Belterra in early-July and has won one of two previous starts on this turf. Son of Cairo Prince has won
three of 14 career starts and can be running late but barn did fail to win with last 14 runners that had
not raced for 46-90 days.
#1 Andreas (E) (Closer) Faded to finish unplaced after chasing the early leaders on the main track at this
level in his latest this month in his second start after a 7-month break. Gelding hit the board in four of
nine starts on this turf and trainer Kirby wins with 17% of his claimers. Dark bay can be trying to close
with Santiago in the irons.
#2 Al Taweel (E) (Closer) Made some progress when a well-beaten fourth over one mile at this level in
his latest here last month. Trainer Rodriguez wins with just 6% of his runners on grass and gelding has
failed to hit the board in six starts on this course.
#12 Beast Mode (D) (Closer) Is entered for the Main Track and comes off a never-threatening unplaced
effort facing better on grass this month. Dark bay finished third facing easier over 7-furlongs two back in

his one previous start on this Polytrack and seems unlikely to find needed improvement to be a factor at
this level.
#9 Donivan My Boy (D) (Stalker) Gave way to finish unplaced after being involved early over the course
and distance facing better in his latest early this month in his second start of the year. Trainer Matthews
wins with 16% of his claimers but gelding may be little more than a pace factor again.
#8 Hide the Evidence (U) (Closer) Was not a factor when unplaced facing easier on the main track in his
latest last month in his third start after a long break. Barn looks for first winner of the year and gelding
has been in poor form this year.

RACE 7
#10 Dewy’s Hit (E) (Presser) Was eased after showing early run on the main track at Churchill early this
month but finished second over the course and distance two back behind Barrister Tom, who won the
$500K Juvenile S. at Kentucky Downs in his next outing. Son of promising young sire Hit It a Bomb is a
half-brother to two winners and trainer Manley has won with 14% of his runners at this meet. Gelding
can be on or near the lead throughout with Lopez riding.
#4 Royal Kitten (1st Starter) Trainer Ward wins with 30% of his first-time starters and saddles debuting
son of Kitten’s Joy, who is out of a mare by Curlin. Ward has won with three of his 12 starters at this
meet and bay has been working well. Colt can be a factor with Felix in the irons.
#5 Bravo Bravo (E) (Closer) Made some progress when a well-beaten third of five runners in his debut
on the main track here last month. Trainer Sisterson wins with 16% of his second-time starters and son
of Bernardini is a half-brother to three winners. $75K yearling purchase should show improvement
under Emigh, who has won with two of his last six rides for the barn.
#8 Richiesgotgame (1st Starter) Newcomer by decent young sire Flashback debuts for Rivelli, who wins
with 30% of his first-time starters. Gray has been working well and Rivelli wins with 20% of his runners
on grass and has won with 34% of his starters at this meet. Colt is likely ready for a good first outing with
Loveberry in the saddle.
#3 Duckdevil (E) (Closer) Showed improvement when second over 7-furlongs on the main track in his
latest here earlier this month. Trainer Beasley looks for first winner of the year but son of promising
young sire Daredevil is a half-brother to two winners and can be a contender for a share with Orm
remaining aboard.
#9 Loring Park (1st Starter) Debuts for trainer Block, who wins with 8% of his first-time starters. Son of
Orb has worked forwardly and Block has won with 23% of his runners at this meet. Gelding is worth a
look with apprentice Roberts riding.
#7 Mango Tree (U) (Closer) Gets blinkers added off a closing fourth place finish in his debut at this
distance at Ellis last month. Son of new sire Baletmeister is a half-brother to one winner and trainer
Vashchenko wins with 13% of his second-time starters. Chestnut may be closer to the early pace with
Rodriguez aboard.

#2 Frank in the Tank (E) (Closer) Gave way to finish unplaced at Belterra over 6-furlongs in his latest last
month and tries turf for the first time. Trainer McEntee has won with 11% of his runners this year and
gelding hit the board in one of three career starts but needs to find improvement to be a contender.
#1 Delft Blue (1st Starter) Newcomer by new sire Big Blue Kitten is a half-brother to one winner and
debuts for trainer Harty, who has won with three of his 12 starters at this meet. Chestnut has been
working well enough but barn rarely wins with first-time starters.
#6 Z U At the Races (1st Starter) Debuts for trainer Young who wins with 12% runners on grass and son
of Race Day is out of a mare by 15% turf sire Stormy Atlantic. Young won with one of his last 16 firsttime starters but gelding is likely best watched in his first outing.

RACE 8
#2 Grapevine (E) (Speed) Weakened to finish fifth after dueling for the early lead on the all-weather
surface at this distance at Woodbine in her debut last month. Trainer Harty wins with 20% of his secondtime starters and daughter of Flatter is a half-sister to one winner. $75K purchase earlier this year
figures to be sent from the start with Loveberry taking the mount.
#11 Blonde On Tap (E) (Presser) Gets blinkers added off a fading unplaced effort after showing early run
in her debut here last month. Daughter of good young sire Tapiture is trained by Chris Davis, who has
won with 27% of his runners at this meet. Chestnut can be in the early mix with Roman riding.
#12 My Boss Lady (1st Starter) Newcomer has a good win-early pedigree being by Street Boss and out of
a mare by Malibu Moon. Filly has been working well and trainer Mason wins with 13% of her first-time
starters and has won with 21% of her runners at this meet. Bay can be ready for a decent first outing
with apprentice Roberts up.
#8 She’s a Big Star (E) (Closer) Made some progress to finish third over 4 ½ furlongs in her debut here
last month. Trainer Coontz has won with one of his six starters this year and daughter of Morning Line is
a half-sister to two winners. Dark bay can be running late with Molina in the saddle.
#9 Dare to Hope (1st Starter) Trainer Cowan won with one of his last eight first-time starters and saddles
debuting daughter of Daredevil, whose offspring win 13% of their first outings. Dark bay has been
working forwardly and can be a threat with Giles riding.
#1 Charlie’s Penny (1st Starter) Newcomer by young sire Race Day is a half-sister to one stakes winner
and has been working well for trainer Block, who wins with 8% of his first-time starters. Gray appears
ready for a good first outing but rail post is not ideal for a first timer.
#3 Sugar Diva (1st Starter) Trainer Meah has won with 15% of her runners since the beginning of the
year and saddles newcomer by 15% first out sire Street Boss. Gray has been working well enough but
barn failed to win with last 12 first-time starters.
#4 Joan’s Way (E) (Closer) Made some belated progress when a well-beaten fifth after a slow start in her
debut here last month. Trainer Silva won with one of last eight second-time starters and daughter of
Cairo Prince may show improvement with Tavares remaining aboard.

#5 Tiz a Queen (1st Starter) Second newcomer from the Cowan barn is by Bodemeister and is a halfsister to one winner. Dark bay has worked forwardly but stable’s other entrant appears better.
#6 Bulu (1st Starter) Debuts for trainer Wainwright, who failed to win with last 16 first-time starters.
Daughter of Revolutionary is likely to need this first outing.
#7 Lady Time (E) (Closer) Was not a factor when unplaced in her debut over 7-furlongs here two weeks
ago. Barn wins with just 5% of second-time starters and filly seems unlikely to find needed improvement
to be a factor.
#10 Ready At Midnight (1st Starter) Newcomer by good sire More Than Ready debuts for trainer Young,
who won with one of his last 16 first-timer starters. Chestnut has posted a few decent works but Is likely
best watched in her first outing.

Best Bets
Race 3
#5 West Sider (E) (Stalker) Weakened to finish
third after making early progress on the main
track at Indiana in his latest last month in his first
start since being claimed by Genaro Garcia. Colt
failed to hit the board in two previous starts on
turf but has a good pedigree for grass and Garcia
wins with 22% of runners second off the claim.
Bay can be in good position from the start with
Roman riding.
Wagering Strategy:
$20 Win #5 West Sider = $20
$10 Exacta 5 with 4,9 = $20
$5 Pick Three 5 with 5,6,9 with 2 = $15

Race 5
#2 Tightrope (E) (Speed) One of two second-time
starters from the Rivelli barn gets Lasix added off
a fading unplaced effort after dueling for the lead
as the favorite in her debut last month. Son of
good young sire Daredevil cost $400K earlier this
year and posted a sharp 4-furlong work in :47 six
days ago for Rivelli, who wins with 33% of his
runners that were beaten as the favorite last time
out. Colt figures to be the one to catch with
Loveberry retaining the mount.
Wagering Strategy:
$20 Win #2 Tightrope = $20
$10 Exacta 2 with 6,9 = $20
$2 Pick Three 2 with 5,7,10 with 4,5,10 = $18

